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To read full article in Italian click here.

Angelo Cammi is a well respected British Pointing dogs judge
and an English Setter lover. He is president of the Piacenza
Chapter of the Italian Setter Society (SIS Piacenza).

This article was given to all those who were present at the
Piacenza  English  Setter  Specialty  trial  on  wild  birds
(selvaggina natural), last summer. It is a very important
article as it points out what happened, and what did not
happen, during the last 10 years. Cammi wrote the article in
Italian and intended it to be read by Italians but, we have to
remember that people from all over Europe are interested in
Italian English Setters. It is therefore important that they
could receive valuable information as well. I am not going to
translate the whole article (you can use google translate),
but I (Rossella) am going to summarize the first part and then
translate the last paragraphs.

The first part of the article is about a dinner. Some setter
people are eating a pizza and discussing relevant topics for
the breed, it was the year 2006. The issues discussed were: 1)
Zone  Doc;  2)  Derby  (and  a  Derby  for  females);  3)  Grey
Partridge;  4)  Training  Grounds.  Note  for  foreigners:

The Zone Doc were/are ENCI approved field trial grounds.
The plan was to have special trialing grounds on which
birds were absolutely wild and natural. Among the first
selected areas there were natural preserves, parks and
so…
The Derby is a trial mimicking grand quete and reserved
to dogs who: 1) are under 3 years old,; 2) were born in
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Italy and 3) had never been trialed before. The Derby is
run solo.
Grey Partridge… well… these birds seemed/seem to be sort
of extinct in nature but, being valuable birds for dog
trialing, Italians dream/wish/hope to have them back.
Training grounds: they do not exists but for some B and
C selected areas, which are extremely small and limited.
To train a dog you basically have to act like a poacher
for most part of the year. Why? We do not know and the
question was/is… how can this change?

These were the topics discussed over dinner by Cammi and his
fellow settermen… what happened 10 years later? This is the
second part of the article:

The plan to set up Zone DOC did not work. All trialing
grounds  now  are  Zone  DOC  and  more  and  more  grounds
became DOC, including private estates (in which birds
are not always wild and natural). Why?
Derby for females? We currently do not have any.
Training grounds? Nothing has changed.



Hammer owned by Del Borghi

CAMMI’S THOUGHTS (full translation)

Anything else to consider? Yes, many things. At the Derby 2016
we had 170 entries and 4 awards (about 2%). Yes, what matters
is genetic selection, breeding… but year after year we have
less  and  less  awards.  Of  course  we  have  many  working
champions, many famous trailers but? Something is obviously
not working even when we celebrate dogs winning “important”
(so  defined)  competitions,  competitions  that  are,  indeed,
spectacular but concreteness is a different thing and working
standards and trial rules are focused on it. Basically the
technically acclaimed “selective breeding” is giving birth to
specimen that are getting more and more different to a real
pointing  dog.  The  judge’s  evaluations  we  read  say:
“Performance suitable to the kind of trial, typical gallop,
does not meet birds. Excellent gallop, asked to run a second
round bumps into birds”. An endless number of evaluations look
like this one so? What are we selecting for?



CAMMI’s COMMENTS (full translation)

Some ideas and some declaration are born randomly (and with
some self-reference) especially when they are apt to find
populist consensus but nothing comes after, at least not yet.

I do not want to be polemic, polemics do not bring anything
and do not help. I want to understand and the thirst for
knowledge is always young and strong.

CAMMI’S CONCLUSION (full translation)

I thank those who chose to go hunting/shooting with an English
Setter.  They  preserve  the  pointing  breeds’s  authenticity.
Congratulation  and  please  always  remember  avidity,
intelligence and conformation, this will preserve the English
Setter!

Angelo Cammi, Piacenza (Italy), April 2016

Italian  Shooters  &  British
Style Handling
The shooting season here starts formally on September’s third
Sunday, aka today. I, however, did not want to “open”, as at
the moment I am incredibly busy having to take care of too
many things simultaneously (writing calms me down). Being so
busy and so absent minded, I have not noticed that my shooting
license had expired in July. Without such a license, which is
quite troublesome to renew, I cannot carry a shotgun, hence I
cannot go shooting. Furthermore, the average Italian pointing
dog has no formal training, which means I cannot run Briony
with him/her, or I will waste all the training I did for
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trials, especially for British trials. So, basically, I wanted
to stay home and finish working on some articles. My friends,
however, were extremely good at tracking me and “retrieving”
me to the traditional lunch they offer every year.

I showed up late as my plan was to skip lunch and leave early,
but,  despite  my  very  limited  social  skills,  they  nicely
trapped me: offered me organic farm made salami and coppa (a
ham made with the pig neck/back), stewed hare and more, I
politely accepted something and planned to go home, right
after lunch. I just wanted Briony to have a run on the hills,
alone, on the way back home, just to make her happy, she
deserves to be a happy dog. But… Unexpectedly, a friend asked
me if he could shoot over Briony, as his dogs were tired. I
told him it was ok for me, as far as he did not mind the fact
I was going to handle her in “the British way” . I also warned
him  that  at  the  moment,  I’ve  not  undertaken  any  training
related retrieves as I am focused on steadiness. Other people
wanted to join us, but they wanted to bring their dogs (who
are not steady!) and planned to shoot a hare. I told them that
NO, I was not going to run Briony in such conditions and they
looked  at  me  disappointed,  not  fully  understanding  my
concerns.





Hello, my name is Briony and I am a happy dog :-)

To make everybody happy, me and my “client”, left earlier and
picked the highest, more rugged part of the hill as a shooting
ground. When we left the car, it was incredibly hot and the
thick vegetation (perfect for a spaniel) forced me to run her
downwind. A few minutes later, however, she was already on
point. She then nicely roaded and produced a female pheasant
which the shooter missed (despite the fact I had placed him
correctly). I then stopped the dog, she was over-heated, gave
her water and forced her to rest. I l told him it was too hot,
I was going to put her back in the car and end the day after
that nice action. He agreed and we began circling around the
wood to reach the car, which was well above us and… Briony
pointed again, began to road and a pheasant flew, well ahead
of her, too far to be shot, she remained steady. No… We do not
have  that  many  birds  in  Italy,  game  management  of  unkept
grounds is extremely poor: you have birds at the beginning of
the shooting season when they get released, the grounds we
walked on today are unfortunately going to be desert soon.



Briony pointing three pheasants

I then located a dog spa, also known as mud puddle, and sent
Briony there so that she could refresh and relax. When we
moved again towards the car, I was trying to keep her “high”,
as I was hearing dogs and bells below us. Keeping her “high”
she ended up climbing the mountain, running on a very steep
and rocky area. Up on the top she pointed; you could hardly
see her, I could spot a tiny white head hidden in the bushes,
my friend could not see her, but he trusted me enough to join
me  on  my  walk  on  the  rocks.  There  she  was,  beautifully
pointing something: I was right! Still she was not ready to
move ahead and she was right: three female pheasants were
sitting right in front of her with no intention to move. In
the meantime, the bells’ sound was getting closer and I did
not want any dogs to ruin my work. I yelled (this was very
Italian!) to pick up their dogs, or at least to re-direct them
somewhere else: no dogs came close so… I must had been very
convincing. In the meantime, I was also taking care of the
dog, of the birds (who kept walking in the bush changing their



direction) and of the “client”. I do not know how I could
manage it and I am not sure I will be successful again dealing
with such a task, but me and the dog succeeded in making the
birds flying separately (one flew, dog steady, man shoot, dog
roaded, second flew, dog steady…) and in a suitable direction
to be shoot. Shooter got one and missed two, one of which went
straight to the people downhill, below us. We asked them to
come over and help with the retrieve and while they were
climbing up, Briony pointed again, this time it was a handsome
male pheasant which she roaded beautifully in the bushes, it
was a long way, flushed it nicely, remained steady and the man
eventually hit it and went to retrieve it by himself. I put
the lead on and began walking downhill.

Meeting the watchers on the way down

To my surprise, the four men below us, had witnessed and
watched carefully her work with the first three birds. Not
only they were impressed by the manner she located and pointed
them, any shooters would have agreed on that, but they were
seriously surprised by the production and by the effect of



steadiness and training on the action’s beauty and outcome.
So… Well, I hope this little happening will inspire some more
Italian shooters, I would be happy to have more well trained
dogs around and to stop being told that “steadiness to flush
is just for circus dogs”!


